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The River Thames bubbles up from a spring in the low 

limestone hills of the Gloucestershire Cotswolds, the 

precise location of which, despite the incredible know 

how of geologists and geographers and other men and 

women of science is still disputed. Some say Seven 

Springs to the north of Cirencester in the Churn      

Valley (which is marked as the source on our earliest 

important map The Gough Map kept at the Bodleian 

Library in Oxford) but most say the source is a sleepy 

sort of spring called Thames Head by an ancient ash     

in a field called Trewsbury Mead about three miles       

South-West of Cirencester. Nowadays topographical 

pilgrims seeking the source of the Mighty Thames 

must make do with an underwhelming scattering of 

stones in a dusty dip in a field and a roughly hewn 

stone that has all the promise of an ancient monolith 

but all the disappointment of a much more recent       

inscription: 
 

'The conservation of the River Thames 1857-1974.   

This stone was placed here to mark the source of the 

River Thames.' 
 

The best you can hope for is a seep! After heavy rain 

the stones are submerged in a shallow pool of clear 

water broken by the occasional bubble as the Thames 

Head spring breaks the surface 356 feet above sea  

level and trickles down the slope of the meadow to 

begin its 215 mile journey through nine English     

counties to the North Sea. Mostly though it’s not     

until about a mile from the source when the Lyd Well 

at Kemble pumps a bit of life into the Thames that 

you’ll actually see anything wet let alone river-like. 

But gradually the river volume will build  and that 

drop of 356 feet, the equivalent of a building with      

35 floors, from the source to the sea is why we need 

locks and weirs on the non-tidal Thames to manage 

flooding and maintain depths for navigation by boats.  
 

About ten miles from Thames Head is Cricklade, the 

only Wiltshire town on the Thames. The name means 

place by the river crossing and here for the first time 

with the addition of water from the River Churn there 

is sufficient depth of water in the nascent Thames for 

small craft but it’s not much more than a foot deep 

although it was once deep enough for barges to arrive 

here from London. Today the official start of the 

navigable Thames is St John’s Lock just above        

Lechlade, (where lounges Old Father Thames, above) 

the first of 45 locks and weirs that divide the River 

Thames into 44 narrow lakes known as Thames 

Reaches. The last lock before the start of the tidal 

River Thames is Teddington – Tide End Town.  

 
 

Going With The Stream: Thames Head to Windsor  
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load. Salt from Cheshire which had travelled on pack 

horses down the Old Salt Way was loaded onto 

barges headed for Oxford and London together with 

wool, cheese and stone. Where there’s trade there’s 

taxes and so at Lechlade we find the first toll keepers           

cottage at the Ha’Penny Bridge. At Kelmscott it flows 

past a village of honey-coloured Cotswolds stone 

where William Morris rented the riverside manor 

house as his summer home and today lies buried in 

the church yard. For 30 miles the river will slowly 

meander through meadows and sleepy countryside.   
 

At Radcot in 1387 Henry Bolingbroke defeated the 

Earl of Oxford in his campaign to become Henry IV 

and some 250 years later Prince Rupert and his       

Cavaliers fought off the Parliamentarians. At Radcot 

riverside stone  from the Taynton Quarry was loaded 

onto barges and off it went for the construction of the 

colleges of Oxford, the castle at Windsor, the college 

at Eton and the Cathedral of St Paul’s in the City        

of London. At Swinford the beautiful 18th century 

sandstone bridge is privately owned and motorists 

must still pay a toll of five pence.  

Slow Beginnings 
As world rivers go the Thames is a mere squirt.            

It’s not even the longest British river - that honour 

goes to the Severn (new tour coming soon!). For most 

of its way the Thames is slow and meandering and 

very, very rural. As more and more tributaries empty 

into the Thames so the flow picks up speed and the 

river widens. Most rivers are tributaries, which simply 

means that they join other rivers before they reach the 

sea and it is believed that the River Thames was once 

a tributary of the Rhine until the glaciers of the last      

Ice Age changed its course. Tributaries bring water       

to a main river from a wide area of land known as its 

drainage basin or catchment area. The Thames Basin 

(illustrated to the right) covers more than 5,000 square 

miles and is home to some 13 million people – 11    

million of them in London. The Amazon Basin is     

700 times bigger which helps explain how there are 

still lost tribes turning up every now and then. There 

are no lost tribes of the Thames Valley, only lost       

accents – note that the one-size-fits-all accent first 

documented in 1984 was christened Estuary English! 
 

The first village that the infant river runs through is 

Ewen (from the Anglo-Saxon fort). Here the first 

tributary, the Swill brook, joins the Thames and it is 

just 6 feet wide. By the time it reaches Lechlade it’s 

been joined by the Rivers Colne and Leach and it is 60 

feet wide, 250 feet at Oxford, 325 feet at Teddington, 

870 feet at London Bridge, 1470 feet at Woolwich, 

2400 feet at Gravesend and by the time it reaches the       

estuary it is a full five miles from Sheerness on the 

Kent side to Southend on the Essex side.  
 

Where There’s Trade There’s Taxes 
The Thames riverside in the Cotswolds market town 

of Lechlade was once a busy wharf - the name is a 

combination of the River Leach and lade meaning to  
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At Newbridge, where, despite the name, the bridge 

(of Taynton limestone) is 800 years old, the River 

Windrush joins the Thames having flowed from the 

Cotswold Hills down through Burford and Bourton 

and Witney. Port Meadow, just above Oxford is an 

ancient grazing land that has never been put to the 

plough. It was given to Oxford by William the     

Conqueror to make them like him and  to this very 

day the 200 Freemen of Oxford as well as the       

commoners of Binsey and Wolvercote are entitled to 

graze their livestock here.  
 

The settlement of Oxenaforda grew up in 8th          

Century in the meadows surrounding a Priory by a 

crossing on the Thames. Today, in Oxford you can 

see buildings of every English architectural style 

from the Saxon to the present day. The University is 

first mentioned in records from  the 1100s but most 

of the colleges were established during the 1200s 

when new translations of the writings of the Greek 

philosophers were inspiring scientific discoveries 

and new ideologies throughout Europe. Sponsored 

by the church the University colleges were an          

attempt to reconcile the Greek philosophies with 

Christian theology. 
 

Old Mother Isis & Mother Dunch’s Buttocks 
Historically and especially in Victorian times              

gazetteers and cartographers, Oxford academics all, 

insisted that the River Thames above the Iffley Lock 

and through Oxford should correctly be called Isis 

from the source at Thames Head in Gloucestershire        

to Dorchester-on-Thames where the River Isis meets 

the River Thame. Only then do these rivers combine       

to become the Thames-Isis from which, say the          

academics, comes the Celtic name Tamesis.                 

The academics of Oxford are a powerful lobbying 

force and if you look at a modern Ordnance Survey 

map the river is still labeled Thames or Isis until        

Dorchester.  
 

After ten more miles of lush meadows the River 

Thames (or Isis) reaches Abingdon, one of several  

contenders for the title of Britain’s oldest continuously 

occupied town with a proven history of 6000 years of 

settlement. In 1084 William the Conqueror celebrated 

Christmas at Abingdon Abbey leaving his son here,  

the future Henry I, to be educated by the monks.         

Abingdon was once the county town of Berkshire and 

built a very impressive County Hall in the 17th century 

to  fend off a challenge by Reading to whom it finally 

lost the title when it made the mistake of failing to        

engage fully with the railway revolution by refusing      

a main line station. In 1974 Abingdon became part of 

Oxfordshire – previously the River Thames had 

formed the boundary between Berkshire and                

Oxfordshire. 
 

The bridge at Clifton Hampden - a chocolate box     

village of Elizabethan thatched cottages - is so          

narrow that it has traffic lights and the river here      

was once so shallow that it was an important crossing 

point for cattle. The name describes how the village 

and its church are raised high above the river on a cliff  
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where the Thames has cut through the greensand 

which also forms a group of small Oxfordshire hills 

in the otherwise rather flat Thames Valley. In Roman 

times coarse grits extracted from the greensand were 

used to line the inner surface of grinding bowls 

known as mortaria (hence mortar and pestle) that 

were made in the pottery kilns of Oxfordshire.   
 

The Sinudon Hills, from the Celtic Seno-Dunum          

or Old Fort were once nicknamed Mother Dunch’s       

Buttocks after a local Lady of the Manor but they        

are better known today as the Wittenham Clumps. 

There is a great view from the Iron-Age fort down       

to the Abbey and Dorchester and the Days Lock on 

the river at Little Wittenham where the Pooh Sticks 

World championships have been held since 1984     

having been set up by the Days Lock Keeper Lynn 

David. When she retired in 1997 the Rotary Club       

of Sinudon based in nearby Wallingford took over 

organizing the event and more recently the Rotary 

Club of Oxford Spires has taken it on. Usually held in 

March but cancelled this year by bad weather the 

2013 Championships will be held on 13 October. 
 

Fifty miles from London on the road to Wales it was 

possible to cross the Thames at the Welsh ford or 

Wallingford. King Alfred, the Saxon King of Wessex,  

founded Wallingford in the 10th century and such was 

the strategic importance of this Thames crossing 

place that William the Conqueror and his army 

crossed the river here after the Battle of  Hastings 

some 200 years later. Today there is a 900-foot long 

mediaeval stone bridge – a reflection of the town’s 

former importance. President of the Sinudon Players, 

the Wallingford am-dram group from 1951 until she 

died in 1976 was local resident Dame Agatha Christie 

who lived in nearby Cholsey with her archaeologist                       

husband Max Mallowan. 

The Goring Gap 
After Wallingford the Thames, which mostly flows 

West to East, flows South for a while, cutting its way 

through the chalky Chiltern Hills and forming a gorge 

known as the Goring Gap. Here two very ancient 

routes, The Ridgeway and the Icknield Way cross      

the Thames. For 5000 years The Ridgeway was a      

reliable all weather trading and  pilgrimage route 

from the Dorset coast to The Wash in Norfolk. The 

Icknield Way is a largely lowland Pre-historic route 

that traces much the same path as the Ridgeway    

from the Ivinghoe Beacon in Buckinghamshire to 

Knettishall Heath in Norfolk where our ancestors 

could pick up The Peddars Way to take them on to 

the Norfolk Coast. The villages of Goring and 

Streatley lie on opposite sides of the Thames in the 

Goring Gap – the river is the country boundary:       

Goring in Oxfordshire, Streatley in Berkshire. 

 

With Granny Ingles at Cookham Dean 
Whitchurch-on-Thames, Oxfordshire and                     

Pangbourne, Berkshire also face each other across   

the river and across the country boundary. Because   

of a 1792 Act of Parliament you still have to pay    

20p to cross the Whitchurch Toll Bridge but you        

can sail beneath it for free. Here the tiny River Pang     

empties into the Thames and the village sign includes 

a Viking ship, King John holding Magna Carta and       

an open book in which is written The Wind in the   

Willows in tribute to Kenneth Grahame who lived      

at Church Cottage Pangbourne for eleven years from 

when he retired from the Bank of England to 1932 

when he died. Grahame was Scottish by birth but his 

mother died from Scarlet Fever when he was five and 

his alcoholic father had entrusted him and his siblings       

to the care of their Granny Ingles on the Thames at       
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All Cats Are Grey in the Dark 
Reading has long been a commercially successful 

town and it once thrived as a river port on the                

confluence of the Thames and the River Kennet, 

which runs from its source in the Wiltshire Hills 

through Marlborough, Hungerford and Newbury.       

The River Kennet is navigable from the junction           

with the Thames upstream to Newbury where it joins 

the Kennet and Avon Canal. You can take a boat 

from the Thames, 87 miles and 105 locks along the 

River Kennet, onto the Kennet and Avon Canal to 

Bath and then on the River Avon to Bristol. Your 

boat can be as broad in the beam as 13’6” but no 

taller out of the water than 7’10” or you won’t get 

past Hungerford (Bridge 83) nor must it have a draft 

any greater than 4’1” – that is the depth of water your 

boat needs, or you’ll not clear the cill of Lock 44,        

the Sir Hugh Stockwell Lock on the Caen Hill Flight. 
 

Don’t Try Climbing the Caversham Pekes 
The stuffed remains of the first ever Pekingese dog in       

England are today displayed in a glass case at the 

Walter Rothschild Zoological Museum in Tring.         

The dog, called Ah Cum, had been born in China at 

the Imperial Palace where Pekes had been bred for 

centuries as furry hot water bottles. Ah Cum was 

brought to England in 1896 and the dogs became 

fashionable. Miss Mary de Pledge (above) bred 

Pekes, including dogs of the Ah Cum bloodline, at 

her Caversham Kennels and later across the water in 

Reading from the 1920s until the 1960s. One of her 

dogs was exported to America where the name  

Caversham is to this day a legend in the world of 

peke fanciers.  

Cookham Dean where they enjoyed an idyllic       

childhood messing about in boats and playing in     

the Quarry Woods which would become the Wild 

Wood in The Wind in the Willows published in  

1908. Grahame’s book is written to mimic the river 

itself, alternately slow paced and fast moving.  
 

However Grahame’s life was not altogether a happy 

one, he married late and by all accounts it was not a 

happy marriage. His wife was a hypochondriac and 

spent much time away taking cures at spas and his 

troubled only son Alistair, given to tantrums       

throughout his short life is thought by some to have 

been the inspiration for Toad of Toad Hall.             

Removed from Rugby after just six weeks, he went to 

Eton College only to suffer a nervous breakdown.     

His father used his contacts to get him a place at      

Oxford where the boy laid down on the railway line 

two days short of his 20th birthday. His father never 

really recovered from the tragedy and is today buried 

with his son in Holywell Cemetery, Oxford. 
 

Leaving Pangbourne, the Thames resumes an easterly 

course at it flows through beautiful meadows at the 

foot of the Chiltern Hills towards the largest town on 

the river between Oxford and London – Reading. If 

you’ve been watching the ever dishy Michael Wood 

you’ll know that in 870 when the Danes invaded King 

Aethelred’s Wessex they set up camp on the river            

following their successful siege and the Battle of 

Reading staying for the best part of a year before they 

were defeated by Aethelred’s brother, the future King 

Alfred the Great, at the Battle of Ashdown on the 

Berkshire Downs and retreated to winter quarters in 

London around the Old Village - the Aldwych.    
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The Celebrity Count Starts To Rise 

A few miles downstream is Sonning celebrated by 

Jerome K. Jerome in the book Three Men in a Boat   

as "the most fairy-like little nook on the whole river". 

One of Britain’s first railway disasters happened in 

the Sonning Cutting of the Great Western Railway in 

1841 when a goods train ran into a landslip. Nine 

people were killed when they were thrown from the 

open passenger trucks. Many of the dead and injured 

were stone masons working on the new Houses of 

Parliament which might have helped lead to the           

passing of a Railways Act which outlawed the open 

trucks in favour of stoutly constructed carriages for 

third class passengers.  
 

An eclectic mix of current Sonning (it’s pronounced 

Sunning) residents includes Uri Gellar, the local MP 

the Right Honorable Theresa May and Led Zeppelin’s 

Jimmy Page who lives in an Edwin Lutyens house 

with a Gertrude Jekyll garden designed for the      

founder of Country Life magazine. The Mill at        

Sonning was once part of the Huntley & Palmer         

empire. It’s working life was over by 1950 and since 

1982 it has been the only dinner theatre in the UK.       

It is privately owned and completely self sufficient, 

no grants, no subsidies, no tax payers money at all! 

Read more about it in One To Do On Your Own. 
 

The Last Bastion of the English Class System 
Before we know it we have arrived at Henley, Queen 

of the Thames and the start of one of the most              

beautiful and dramatic stretches of the Upper Thames 

through gently wooded and rolling countryside at the  

foot of the Chiltern Hills. This is very possibly one of 

Oxfordshire’s oldest settlements already ancient by 

the time of the Saxons who called it Hen (old) Ley 

(clearing in the woods). Since 1839 the Henley          

Regatta has been held in the first week of July –        

today it is five days of racing with all skill levels       

represented from newcomers to the rowing world 

right through to Olympians. And a lot of dressing up. 
 

Prince Albert became Patron in 1851 and each year 

since the reigning monarch has been Patron and it has 

been able to call itself the Henley Royal Regatta. 

Henley has been described as the last bastion of class 

in the British summer Social Season and has always 

been a must attend event for Debutantes and their 

prospective beaus. This year maxi dresses and             

oversized sunglasses were de rigeur for the ladies but 

for the chaps it was, as ever was, the traditional stripy 

rowing club blazer and flannels.  
 
 

You can just turn up and watch from the river bank 

for free but there are also two official  enclosures.  
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The Stewards Enclosure is only open to members 

and their guests who must buy a badge to enter. 

There are 6500 members and a ten-year waiting list 

to join. Just downstream of the Stewards Enclosure 

is the Regatta Enclosure, which is open to members 

of the public and where there is no dress code.       

Tickets this year cost from £17.00 to £23.00 with a 

10% group discount on the Wednesday, Thursday 

and Friday. Mooring your boat at the official            

Regatta Moorings at Fawley Meadow is an                    

altogether more costly affair at some £25.00 per foot 

plus another £30 for a key to the loo but this is the 

place to be in your Edwardian Gentlemen’s Launch 

or with your mirror-varnished Slipper Launch!  
 

Later in July Fawley Meadows hosts the annual 

Thames Traditional Boat Rally – washed out by      

the monsoons of 2012 and baked by the tropical    

heat wave of 2013. Sitting between the Regatta and 

the Trad Boat Rally each year is the week of Swan 

Upping when the Royal Swan Uppers in the scarlet 

livery of the Queen join the Swan Uppers of the 

Vintners and Dyers Companies from the City of 

London in traditional wooden Thames Skiffs        

rounding up and marking mute swans and their      

cygnets between Sunbury and Abingdon. The annual 

count which dates back to the 12th century used to 

be about the kitchen but today is about conservation.  

The bills of the adults are no longer notched to show 

if they are not the Queen’s birds and now only the 

cygnets are caught and ringed. 

Grand Houses 
Temple Island which marks the start of the Henley 

Royal Regatta course takes its name from the folly 

built on it in the 1770s as a fishing lodge for nearby 

Fawley Court. Historians are not sure if the original 

house was designed by Sir Christopher Wren before 

being remodeled by James “the destroyer” Wyatt but 

their reticence is not shared by the estate agents selling 

it for Iranian heiress Aida Hersham who bought it in 

2008 for £13 million. Interested? You can take a          

virtual tour at www.fawleycourt.co.uk.  
 

Another riverside grand estate, Harleyford Manor,         

was the home of Sir William Clayton who fought at            

Waterloo: he used to graze his warhorses in the field 

known today as Chargers Paddock. Today this is the 

upper crust of the Thames marinas and this months 

cover picture. In addition to the marina and riverside 

moorings there are cedar lodges in Chargers Paddocks 

with 51-week occupancy available on 40 year leases 

from £170,000 and even posher 3 bedroom chalets also 

on 51-week occupancies but with 99 year leases from 

£370,00. The occupancy limit means you don’t have to 

pay Community Charge but the annual ground rents 

and service charges run at about £5000 plus VAT.  
 

All Saints Parish church at Bisham sits right on the 

river bank, in very wet years the floods can reach the 

pulpit. The Thames floods a fair bit over the winter. 

On any cruise along the Upper Thames you’ll soon           

notice how the houses are all raised up a bit. Now the 

http://www.fawleycourt.co.uk
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Thames turns North for a few miles into the Georgian 

town of Marlow where the river forms the county 

boundary between Buckinghamshire and Berkshire. 

William Tierney Clark a Bristolian civil engineer built 

the suspension bridge at Marlow in 1832 and an almost 

identical but larger bridge across the Danube linking 

Buda and Pest seven years later. The Compleat Angler 

by the bridge is named for the 1632 masterpiece of        

angling philosophy by Isaak Walton. Now fiddled 

about with to create the maximum number of hotel 

rooms it is beyond recognition as an old Thames inn 

and I can’t look at it without grumbling. At Marlow in  

Higginson Park on the riverside there is a statue of     

local boy Sir Steve Redgrave and a house once lived in 

by the 18th century Doctor William Battie who wrote 

the first book on the treatment of mental illness leading 

to the expression “she’s gone batty”.   
 

Jerome K Jerome wrote some of his classic Three Men 

in a Boat about a journey by skiff from Kingston to 

Oxford in the late 1880s at The Two Brewers here on 

the river at Marlow. He later retired to the mediaeval 

Chiltern village of Ewelme but had he paddled down 

past Quarry Wood towards Cookham anytime in the 

1920s he might have heard an aria or two wafting 

through the trees from the cottage of the Australian 

soprano Dame Nellie Melba (for whom the afters was 

named). In 1920 Dame Nellie (above right), who also 

lived for a time at Kingston-upon-Thames, became the 

first artiste to be broadcast on British wireless.  
 

Approaching Cookham are the extensive Cock Marsh 

meadows that have been common grazing land for 800 

years and are now looked after by the National Trust. 

Cookham is officially the 2nd richest village in          

England pipped at the post by Chalfont St Millionaire. 

Next to Cock Marsh is 

Mill Marsh where mooring 

is allowed and for just 

£6.00 a night you can      

tie up and gaze across       

to a vast house on the 

Buckinghamshire side 

owned by quite a young 

chap who my pal Andy   

the rope man has dubbed 

The Great Gatsby. This is 

Bourne End and we have 

no idea who the Great 

Gatsby is but past residents 

of this very swanky 

neighbourhood include Louis Bleriot (who flew 

across the Channel in the 1920s), Enid Blyton and 

Kenneth Connor a regular in the Carry On films.       

At Bourne End the River Wye empties into the 

Thames having risen just 9 miles away at           

Bradenham in the Hughenden Valley of the                 

Chiltern Hills where Benjamin Disraeli lived.  
 

The artist Stanley Spencer was a lifelong resident of 

Cookham and lies for all eternity in the churchyard 

there. The Stanley Spencer Museum housed in a tiny 

old Methodist chapel in the village shows a selection 

of his work including the unfinished work Christ 

Preaching at the Cookham Regatta that Spencer was 

working on at the end of his life and the battered old 

pram he wheeled his painting stuff around in..  
 

“You can’t walk by the river at Cliveden Reach    

and not believe in God.”            Stanley Spencer 

 
 

Below: Sir Stanley Spencer Rickett’s Farm, Cookham Dene. 

1938 Tate Collection 
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High above the river behind hanging beech woods     

is the house called Cliveden, a massive Italianate 

mansion that has been the home of an Earl, three 

Countesses, two Dukes, a Prince of Wales and the 

Viscounts Astor, to whom Samantha Cameron is 

related. Cliveden is now leased by the National Trust 

as a hotel but as the home of the first female British 

MP Nancy Astor it was the meeting place of the 

group of political intellectuals known as the         

Cliveden Set. This era, between the two wars, was 

the heyday of Cliveden when the Astors entertained 

in lavish style with massive weekend house parties 

attended by Charlie Chaplin, Winston Churchill, 

Lawrence of Arabia, Asquith, Franklin D Roosevelt, 

Amy Johnson, Rudyard Kipling, Henry James, Edith 

Wharton – even Mahatma Gandhi. During this time 

Joyce Grenfell who was Nancy Astor’s niece lived 

with her new husband in a cottage on the estate.   
 

But it was down by the river in the Hansel & Gretel  

chalet called Spring Cottage rented from Lord Astor 

by society osteopath Dr. Stephen Ward, that the 

swinging Sixties began with the notorious Profumo 

Affair. The Lloyd Webber-Don Black musical opens 

this December, fifty years after the scandal. You can 

rent incredibly luxurious Spring Cottage (above) for 

a holiday for up to six guests for £1,854 to £2,064 

per night. VAT and National Trust admission fee      

of £10.10 per person unless you are a member!     

The gardens are open all year with house tours    

available for part of the year. But when you cruise  

past the ornate landing stage on the Cliveden riverbank 

it is not Profumo that is conjured up but the ghosts of 

the Bright Young Things tripping in and out of     

gleaming Slipper Launches champagne spilling onto 

the Lloyd Loom chairs. The Cliveden Reach ends at 

Boulter’s Lock, Maidenhead. Edward Gregory’s      

painting Boutler’s Lock, Sunday Afternoon from the 

1890s, all skiffs and crinolines, captures the spirit of a 

boom period for messing about on the river. On one 

Sunday in 1888 around 800 boats and 72 steam 

lunches were recorded passing through the lock.        

Edwardian families came for the day, celebrity          

spotting, hoping to see the Prince of Wales on his way 

to those ornate steps at Cliveden or maybe Oscar 

Wilde or Nellie Melba on her Gentleman’s Launch, 

Verity. Boulters Lock is still one of the busiest             

weekend locks starting with a sort of anti-rush hour 

after work on Friday when the flotilla of weekenders 

from the marinas at Bray and Windsor make their way 

to the popular Mill Marsh Moorings at Cookham. 
 

Ten minutes later the Great Western Railway crosses 

the Thames on Isambard Kingdom bridge known as 

The Sounding Arch from the almost perfect echo that 

can be played with when sailing or walking beneath. 

The bridge is the subject of another famous Thames 

painting Rain, Steam and Speed by JMW Turner, 

which hangs in the National Gallery. Between this 

bridge and Bray the eye is drawn to the splendid villas 

that form a millionaires row housing such folk as       

Michael Parkinson and until he went batty and called 

his jewellry crap Gerald Ratner. 
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Bray has half of the UK’s Michelin Three Star           

restaurants, both of them! Yes, we’ve only got four 

and two are here at Bray. Michel Roux’s Waterside 

Inn where the Royal grandchildren took their grandpa 

for his 90th birthday and the experimental Heston          

Blumenthal’s Fat Duck where Moneypenny is forever 

threatening to part with £195 (per person) for the        

famous Tasting Menu which includes the infamous 

snail porridge. Bray has really become a gastronomes 

dream now that Blumenthal also runs the Crown and 

Hinds Head pubs in the village. Bray was also, of 

course, home to the infamous Vicar of Bray who 

clung to his Benefice twice as a Catholic and twice      

as a Protestant during the reigns of Henry VIII and     

his three children.  
 

The river slips under the M4 to emerge by Monkey 

Island, a discreet luxury retreat where Edward VII 

and Queen Alexandra once took tea on the lawns with 

their family including three future monarchs, George 

V, Edward VIII and George VI. HG Wells would row 

up from his uncle’s pub at Windsor to visit with the 

writer Rebecca West and Nellie Melba sometimes 

sang for the guests. Opposite Monkey Island on the 

Bray side a banker bought a retreat for creative types, 

which he called The Hut. Creatives who stayed here 

included George Bernard Shaw, Gabriel Faure and    

Sir Edward Elgar who composed his Violin Concerto 

here in 1910. The banker, Frank Schuster, later let his 

protégé, chauffeur and companion live in the hut, a 

handsome young New Zealand officer “Anzy” who 

had lost a leg at Gallipoli and who Shuster had met 

when he was recuperating at Lady Astor’s hospital at  

Cliveden. But in 1927 he borrowed The Hut back to 

host a 70th birthday celebration for Elgar. But the 

composer’s music, which was played that day, was 

out of fashion and the new set of Bright Young 

Things invited by Schuster were unimpressed by the 

old man and his circle of Victorian and Edwardian 

fuddie duddies. Odd Young Thing Osbert Sitwell 

later described the occasion in his autobiographical 

work Laughter in The Next Room: 
 

"I seem to recall that we saw from the edge of the 

river, on a smooth green lawn opposite, above an  

embankment, and through the hallucinatory mist born 

of the rain that had now ceased, the plump wraith of 

Sir Edward Elgar, who with his grey moustache, grey 

hair, grey top hat and frock-coat looked every inch       

a personification of Colonel Bogey, walking with 

Frank Schuster. 
 

"The music room was so crowded that, with Arnold 

Bennett, we sat just outside the doors in the open 

air….. It is true that these surviving early adherents 

of Elgar's genius seemed to be endowed with an         

unusual longevity, but even allowing for this, it was 

plain looking round, that in the ordinary course of 

nature their lives must be drawing to an end….         

One could almost hear, through the music, the whirr 

of the wings of the Angel of Death: he hovered very 

surely in the air that day, among the floccose herds     

of good-time Edwardian ghosts, with trousers thus 

beautifully pressed and suits of the best material,      

carrying panama hats or glossy bowlers, or decked 

and loaded with fur and feather …” 
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Frank Schuster left the Hut and the house with it to  

the Kiwi Anzy who renamed it Long White Cloud, 

the Maori name for his homeland.  But Anzy didn’t 

stay long and in the 1930s Long White Cloud was 

the childhood home of Stirling Moss in the village 

where his dad was the dentist. The estate was broken 

up into a number of properties, in one of which lived 

Thunderbirds creators Gerry and Sylvia Anderson. 
 

Legend has it that at a Mansion House dinner in     

the City of London, Charles II cut the top off a      

pineapple that had been brought from Barbados     

and gave it to Roger Palmer who was married to    

one of the King’s mistresses Barbara Villiers. 

Palmer’s gardener planted it at Dorney Court and     

it became the first pineapple to be grown in the 

country. Palmer presented it to the King in 1661. 
 

Hidden from the river by trees is Dorney Lake built 

by Eton College as the school rowing lake where the 

rowing and canoe sprint events were held during the 

2012 London Olympics and the rowing was held 

during the Paralympics. I tootled past here in my 

little boat on a sunny day last summer and heard the 

roar of the Olympic crowds as I passed beneath the 

temporary Olympic Bridge built to link the Lake to 

Windsor Racecourse which was a pick up and drop 

off point for spectators. During the London 2012    

Olympics it was officially called Eton Dorney Lake, 

which now I think about it might be the only example 

of a sponsorship name making it past the International 

Olympic Committee. However now the Games are 

over it is correctly and officially called Dorney Lake.  
 

The pink Olympic signage that adorned Windsor & 

Eton Riverside Station made it seem as if the Olympic 

Games were sponsored by The Leander Club, one of 

the oldest rowing clubs in the world whose club colour 

is pink and of which Olympic gold medallists Tim    

Foster, Mathew Pinsent, James Cracknell and Sir Steve 

Redgrave are members along with old Etonian actor 

Hugh Laurie whose late father Ran Laurie, also a 

Leander Club member, won the Gold Medal in the 

coxless Pair at the 1948 London Olympics. Ran Laurie 

is pictured above with fellow medallist Jack W ilson 

receiving their medals at Henley - all the 1948 London 

Olympic rowing events having been held over the 

Henley Royal Regatta course. Mysteriously Ran Laurie 

looks more like Michael Palin than Hugh Laurie! 
 

And so here we are at Windsor and Eton where today 

we stop. Another time, another Kettle we’ll continue 

on past Royal Windsor to Runnymede and Chertsey, 

Weybridge, Shepperton, Walton-on-Thames, Hampton 

Court, Thames Ditton, Kingston upon Thames and 

Teddington - Tide End Town. 
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James Pimm (below) was the son of a Kent farmer 

born at Newnham in 1798. At the age of 25 Pimm 

opened an oyster bar opposite Buckingham Palace. 

Pimm invented the eponymous gin-based cocktail 

flavoured with a secret mixture of herbs and liqueurs 

to accompany his shellfish and to aid digestion.                

It was served in a small tankard called a Number 

One Cup hence Pimm’s Number One Cup.  
 

Pimm sold his restaurant and the rights to Pimm’s 

Number One Cup to 

businessman, Lord 

Mayor of London and 

MP for Rochester and 

later Chatham Sir  

Horatio Davies (right)

who opened another 

four Pimm’s Oysters 

Bars and began           

producing the cocktail 

commercially to sell to 

other bars. Eventually 

there were six Pimm’s 

Fruit Cups and the 

cocktail sold especially  

well abroad to ex pats in the British Empire. 
 

Pimms was a forgotten brand by the1980s but under 

the ownership of Diageo the brilliant It’s Pimms 

O’Clock marketing campaign was launched with actor 

Alexander Armstrong playing the classic upper class 

Hooray Henry. By mocking its traditional appeal and 

target audience Pimms has become a British favourite 

for back garden barbeques and, alongside Champagne 

it is the staple drink of the Henley Royal Regatta, 

Wimbledon, Glyndborne Festival Opera and the Polo 

circuit. 
 

Serve in a jug diluted 

with lemonade or 

ginger ale and fill     

the jug with ice,       

apple, cucumber,   

orange, lemon, 

strawberries and     

ideally borage leaves 

and flowers though 

mint will do - for the 

back garden anyway!  

I say! Awfully Clever British Marketing Old Chap 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:James_Pimm_wiki.jpg
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We’ve been offering this day for a few years now - 

the morning tour is a visit to the Olympic rowing lake 

plus either a walking tour of Eton or a Thames            

Villages coach tour in the Queen’s neck of the woods 

with a stop at the Windsor Farm Shop. The cruise is 

just under two hours of beautiful Thames scenes from 

Windsor, past the island racecourse, through Boveney 

& Bray Locks and past the homes of the rich and     

famous on the Maidenhead Millionaires Row to      

Boulter’s Lock. The day is available to the end of 

September 2013 and then again from April 2014. 
 

By the time of the Domesday Survey Dorney, a little 

village perched on a little hill above the Thames, was 

already known for its honey: the name is Saxon for 

Island of Bees. Our day begins here at 10.30am with 

time to buy morning refreshments in the old walled 

kitchen garden of Dorney Court Manor.  

The village lies alongside Dorney Lake built by Eton 

College and still used as the school rowing lake but 

now, of course, world famous as a venue for the Lon-

don 2012 Olympics. On occasion it is booked out for 

a corporate or school event but otherwise we will 

drive alongside the lake to show you where our boys 

and girls shone for Great Britain. If we can’t do this 

on the day you come we’ll take you instead to   see a 

little gem of a church which is still mostly lit by        

candles and has list of incumbents that goes right 

back to the 1200s. Kate Middleton’s parents tied the 

knot in this tiny church and it remains a popular    

wedding choice with the Country Set. 
 

For the next part of the morning you can choose a 

walking tour from Eton College to the riverside which 

is an interesting flat walk of about 1000 yards - look 

out for the boarding houses for the Eton boys, signs 

for Dames, the very traditional outfitters where boys 

are kitted out in Eton dress and, of course, the boys 

themselves. If you would prefer a lot less walking 

choose our Thames Villages coach tour which will 

take in Eton, Old Windsor (Elton John’s house is 

here) and Datchet as well as stopping at the Windsor 

Farm Shop where you can enjoy browsing or treat 

yourself to a little something with the Royal Crest on! 

This is where the Queen, still a tenant farmer in the 

area, sells her produce and you can also buy or just 

enjoy looking at the tip-top nursery stock from Savill 

Garden. Whichever you choose, walking or coach 

tour we will end up by the Windsor & Eton Riverside 

to buy lunch ready for the afternoon cruise. 

The Royal River Explorer 

 

 

A Day Out For Groups 

That Your Folk Will 

Talk About For A Long 

Time To Come 
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We sail at 2.30pm from the pier by the bridge that 

links Eton and Windsor to start a two-hour cruise to 

Boulter’s Lock. Can there be many more impressive 

sights than the oldest and biggest castle in the world 

sitting above the town and the river? Look for the 

Royal Standard to see if Her Majesty is at home. This 

is a broad reach of the river full of swans and day 

trippers in small motor boats. On the Eton side along 

the meadow known as The Brocas are moored the 

pleasure boaters in a whole variety of river craft from 

narrow boats to big white trophy boats with flying 

bridges looking quite regal. You’ll also see folk on 

holiday in hired cabin cruisers - some of them          

massive great things - you wonder how on earth they 

got the hang of that in the standard 20 minutes of               

instruction at the start of their holiday!  
 

The Queen is of course a great fan of horse racing and 

just out of town is the only racecourse in the UK to be 

built on an island - Windsor Racecourse. The pleasure 

boats do a roaring trade on race days ferrying punters 

the short hop from Windsor. During the London 2012 

Olympic Games people were able to park here and 

cross the Thames on a purpose built temporary foot 

bridge. Not far along the racecourse the river bends 

dramatically to starboard where the riverbank is wild 

meadow with not a building in sight. It’s a full ninety 

degree turn, like a river is want to do at times, but it 

seems somehow shocking so close to the civilisation 

of Windsor. It’s shocking too for the holiday makers 

on their little craft to navigate this bend and find   

bearing down on them a pleasure cruiser that must 

seem huge when you’re on 30 foot of fibreglass.   

Look closely at the helmsman on any boat in our path 

and you’ll see some wide eyes! The trouble is that 

there are shoals here near the banks, accumulations of 

silt that make all but the centre of the channel very 

shallow so every boat, of whatever size, gingerly 

takes the bend midstream fingers-crossed hoping not 

to meet another boat head on. Already so much to see 

and we’ve barely set off! 

Oakley Court, a gothic house with manicured lawns 

running down to the riverside is just like a film set - 

something that didn't escape the attention of the 

neighbours, Bray Studios, who filmed a number of 

their Hammer House of Horror pictures here. 
 

All along the Upper Thames are small islands some 

inhabited, most not. Those we pass today include 

Queen’s Eyot, Pigeon Hill Ait (both pronounced 

eight) and Monkey Island where Edward VII once 

took tea on the hotel lawns with three future Kings, 

George V, Edward VIII and George VI. Bray Lock     

is a little gem that often does well in the lock gardens 

competition: as we pass through the lock we climb 

four foot nine to reach the village of Bray, ever        

famous for it’s turncoat vicar who kept his head 

through the reigns of Henry VIII and his three           

children. The Waterside Inn at Bray run by the Roux 

brothers is where the royal grandchildren took their 

grandpa for his 90th birthday.  
 

Maidenhead enjoyed a rather risqué reputation where 

fashionable Londoners motored to let their hair down.        

Marvel at Brunel’s famous Sounding Arch Bridge 

that was immortalised in JMW Turner’s painting 

“Rain, Steam and Speed” and the sumptuous homes 

of the rich and famous whose surprisingly overlooked 

gardens run down to the rivers edge.  
 

And so we reach Boulters Lock where we disembark. 

It’s still a busy lock but nothing like it’s Victorian and 

Edwardian heyday when on one Sunday alone 800 

pleasure craft, steamers, skiffs, punts and all manner 

of launches passed through and the towpaths were 

thronged with day trippers out to see the famous and 

rich messing about in boats. You can buy tea on 

board and be ready to head home by 4.30pm.           

This trip is available daily April to the end of            

September and the 2014 price is £20.95 per person. 

Coach Mileage 15 or 25 and the walking content is 

low on the Thames Villages Coach option rising to 

about 1500 yards on the Eton walking tour option. 
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1850 saw the launch of the Thames camping skiff 

with a canvas cover that unrolls over a frame of iron 

hoops from side to side in the style of the fairground 

caterpillar ride. Tens of thousands of skiffs were built 

in boat houses employing hundreds of people. It was 

in such a camping skiff that Jerome K Jerome set off 

for his ten day skiff trip from Kingston to Oxford in 

the 1899 classic Three Men in A Boat. The 2006 

BBC2 television programme recreating the trip with 

Dara Ó Briain, Rory McGrath and Griff Rhys Jones 

has led to a fashion for camping skiff holidays which  

has been a gift for the only company left renting out 

traditional wooden camping skiffs. It is called 

Thames Skiff Hire, founded 20 years before the       

television programme, and it is run by Tom Balm 

who rents out ten camping skiffs, some of them         

more than 125 years old and worth over £10,000. 

Balm describes it as the original 19th century                   

adventure holiday. An eight-day trip for three people 

from Kingston to Oxford to mimic the original 

Jerome K Jerome trip will cost £580.00 If you like it 

you could always join the Thames Valley Skiff Club 

at Walton who say that it's easier than rowing but 

more difficult than knitting.  

 

Is it so nice as all that?" asked the mole, shyly… 
 

"Nice? It's the only thing," said the Water Rat               

solemnly, as he leaned forward for his stroke.     

"Believe me, my young friend, there is nothing -           

absolutely nothing - half so much worth doing as           

simply messing about in boats." 
 

 Kenneth Grahame The Wind in the Willows 
 

Throughout the long history of settlement by the 

River Thames it was an important means of transport 

and it wasn’t until the coming of the railways in the 

mid 1800s that the working river began to give way  

to recreational use. By 1860 there were almost no 

working wherries left on the Thames, which had            

carried both cargoes and passengers but the Thames 

skiffs, rowing boats for gentlemen based on the         

design of the traditional workingman’s wherry, had 

become increasingly popular for pleasure boating on 

the upper, non-tidal reaches of the river. Like the 

wherry the Thames skiff, a flat bottomed open            

rowing boat with a pointed bow and a square stern, 

owes a lot to the Viking boat building method of 

overlapping planks known as carvel construction.  

The names of skiff parts, tholes, thwarts and the like 

are very, very Viking.  

Messing About in Boats 
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Tom Balm began as apprentice to master Thames 

boat builder Mark Edwards at his yard near        

Hampton Court – Edwards is the chap who built the 

million pound rowing barge Gloriana, the Queen’s 

Rowing Barge for the Thames Diamond Jubilee    

Pageant. Owing to health and safety concerns Her 

Majesty wasn’t allowed to travel in Gloriana on the 

tidal Thames on that awfully rainy day but in July 

this year, the week before Swan Upping on a          

glorious summer’s day, the Queen was taken for a 

private picnic on Gloriana, from the riverbank of 

Home Park, Windsor with Prince Andrew, Prince 

Edward and the Countess of Wessex. Gloriana was 

rowed by eighteen Royal Watermen in splendid 

crimson livery while Lord Sterling who had              

commissioned Gloriana for the River Pageant as a 

gift for the Queen travelled behind the Royal Barge 

with Sir Steve Redgrave in the Edwardian               

gentleman’s launch Verity. They were joined by             

a whole flotilla of traditional and vintage wooden 

boats to give Her Majesty the impression of the 

Thames in 1953. The little flotilla came beneath the 

Victoria Bridge from the Home Park (above), under 

Black Potts Railway Bridge and instead of heading 

up through Romney Lock and into Windsor proper 

the floating picnic party veered right up the Eton 

Creek where, on Founders Day each June the Eton 

wet bobs enjoy their own bit of messing about in 

boats as shown to the left. 

 

A lesser-known classic of boating on the Thames  
 

and homage to the traditional Thames punt is called 

Our River published in 1888 by the painter and Royal         

Academician George Dunlop Leslie who lived by the 

Thames at Wallingford. Although he is adamant that 

the best way to enjoy the Thames is in a punt he is       

respectful of all other form of craft except the steam 

launch about which he is quite vicious in his scorn. 

Leslie is also ruthless in his condemnation of the         

Hooray Henrys who have by the 1880s begun to       

infest his beloved river and whom he calls “ Arrys.  
 

Leslie was a terrific snob and a man of very strong 

opinions recommending that holiday makers arrive at 

the Thames by Second Class train:   
 

“First-class passengers appear to me generally too 

much impressed with the sense of their greatness; little 

or no conversation have they for strangers, and of    

late years on the Henley journey in the first-class    

compartments the travellers consist chiefly of young 

well-to-do Philistines, ‘oiled and curled Assyrian 

bulls’ with faultless dress and supercilious manners, 

who smoke cigars, read all manner of sporting papers, 

and whose talk to one another generally relates to 

horses. “But on the Henley line I never go third-class, 

as apart from the inferior accommodation, in the    

summer months the carriages are often filled with    

parties of rough London bean-feasters and pot-hunting 

bank fishermen, whose conversation mainly consists   

of vulgar chaff, and whose beer jugs, ground-bait 

bags, and macintoshes smell abominably.” 
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Our River end with advice for the Thames boater 

that’s still relevant today including a call to slow 

down and avoid trying to get so many miles under 

your belt that you don’t enjoy what you do see and 

perhaps surprisingly for such an out and out snob     

of the old rural Thames he also says not to dismiss 

the larger towns. He writes:  
 

“I particularly recommend stopping at Reading for 

the night; the river there is ugly and uninteresting, 

but at night all cats are grey. “ 
 

Each type   

of pleasure 

boat in use 

on the Upper 

Thames has 

its following 

with the 

broadest  

split being          

between those who favour the all wooden boat      

and those who favour the steel hull or the even      

more modern GRP (glass reinforced polyester)         

or fibreglass hull. The GRP camp think that wooden 

boat owners are madmen with more money than 

sense while the wooden boat enthusiasts, while 

avoiding as far as possible any admission that     

owning a wooden boat is rather like floating down 

the Thames feeding twenty pound notes to swans, 

think that the GRP or plastic fantastic boat owners     

are missing the point entirely.  
 

Within each world, plastic and wood, are further 

subdivisions and clans based on manufacturer and 

builder. In the GRP camp there are the cabin  

cruisers for the people founded in the 1950s:  

Norman Cruisers of Lancashire and Freeman Cruisers 

of Moulsford, Oxfordshire whose founder Mr John 

Freeman passed away in his sleep just a couple of 

weeks ago on 26 July 2013, just shy of his 96th      

birthday. The people on these boats are reliably lovely.            
 

Then there are the big, showy boats, the massive 

Sealines of landlocked Kidderminster with their flying 

bridges, (the company went into administration at the 

end of April), the aft cockpit Brooms which started out        

building beautiful wooden boats on the Norfolk Broads 

that were owned by the likes of Ernie Wise and Dick 

Emery, luxury Westwoods and Sheerlines and the 

Dutch Aquanauts. These boats, which can cost from 

£50,000 for an old one through to half a million pounds 

or more are all by and large too big to squeeze beneath 

the 7’6’’ Osney Bridge above Oxford thus preserving 

the Upper Thames from Osney and Godstow right up     

to Lechlade for smaller cabin cruisers and the narrow 

boat enthusiasts. The latter are of course a class on their 

own, who frown upon most cabin cruisers of whatever 

construction. Narrow Boat people will quite happily 

spend long hours in all weathers outdoors tiller in hand, 

chugging along behind the hardy retro types rowing 

their skiffs, can by-and-large drink for England and  

will growl at you through snarled teeth if you call their 

pride and joy a barge. Only joking, except about the 

boozing of course, which is legendary and probably  

the result of standing out at the tiller in all weathers. 
 

Aficionados of the all-wooden boat may be found     

congregating each July, between Regatta week and 

Swan-Upping in the Fawley Meadow at Henley for      

the Traditional Thames Boat Rally. A regular at the 

rally is Alaska, an elegant steamer on which HM  
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Queen Elizabeth attended Swan Upping for the first 

and only time in 2009. Built at Bourne End on the 

Thames in 1883, Alaska is now the oldest working 

passenger steamer on the Thames. She’s moored, 

where else, at Harleyford Marina and when you first 

hear her whistle you don't look up the river but across 

to land thinking I didn't known there was a steam 

train near here! Alaska is an immaculate survivor of      

a bygone age meticulously restored after an ignoble 

decade as a derelict boat used as a mooring pontoon 

for hire boats in Oxford. Alaska is now owned by      

Peter Green of Thames Steamers and is part of the 

National Historic Fleet alongside HMS Victory and 

Cutty Sark. 
 

In the Victorian and Edwardian age the Gentlemen’s 

Launch reigned supreme on the Upper Thames and 

among the original ranks of these sleek beauties is 

Verity, built by James Taylor of Staines in 1904 for 

the Australian opera singer Dame Nellie Melba for 

whom the afters is named. Dame Nellie intended the 

launch to be a gift for her pal King Edward VII but  

he declined to accept it when he discovered that it 

was powered by a French Renault petrol engine!             

It was later owned by the Prime Minister Neville 

Chamberlain (who took the Renault out and put a 

British engine in!) and was eventually found sunk           

at Pangbourne and bought and restored by the Turk 

family of Thames Watermen. The Turks kept her as    

a family boat for many years before she was sold at 

auction just a few years ago to Peter and Elaine          

Laverick. Verity is pictured  below alongside Bates 

Star Craft Louis Phillipe back in July on the day of 

Her Majesty’s picnic on the barge Gloriana. 

Verity, 42 feet of exquisite mirror-varnished              

mahogany has what is known as a beaver stern and       

there is another classic boat of the River Thames, the 

Thames Slipper Launch, so named because the stern 

looks like a slipper! You could imagine that the older 

man in his sedate Gentlemen’s Launch might frown 

upon the Bright Young Thing in his Slipper Launch. 

It’s the Volvo and the Porsche. Designed as sports 

boats for motorists, the prototype Slipper Launch   

was built in 1910 for man-about-town Arthur Whitten 

Brown and named Merk in honour of his beloved 

Mercedes motor car. With John Alcock Whitten 

Brown was to become a household name when the 

were the first navigate the transatlantic non-stop        

by flight in 1919. Louis Renault ordered a 30 foot          

slipper launch in which he put a 100hp Renault      

engine capable of speeds of up to 37mph - on the 

Seine, thank goodness, not the Thames! You’ll         

often see slipper launches and Edwardian gentlemen’s 

launches on the Cliveden reach where the hotel runs      

a luxury fleet of classic Thames craft for guests. 
 

Verity is looked after now by Mark Thomas of 

Stanley & Thomas, boat builders and restorers of 

classic wooden boats, based at the Tom Jones Boat 

Yard at the Romney Lock in Windsor. The firm     

also undertakes brokerage of classic wooden craft,          

powered and unpowered, and currently have on        

their books 20 and 25 foot Thames Slipper Launches           

complete with traditional Lloyd Loom chairs for 

£20,000 and £30,000 respectively as well as a               

mahogany and teak punt for £3,000 and some          

beautiful Thames Skiffs from £7,500 to £12,000. 
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Mark Stanley is a Bates Star Craft owner, classic 

wooden motor cruisers from 20 foot day cruisers to 

47 foot ocean going vessels built between 1946 and 

1975 by William Bates & Son in their boatyard at 

Chertsey on the River Thames. Bates aimed to        

produce an English built luxury motor cruiser to    

compete with the American Chris Craft. Although no 

longer a boat builder, Richard Bates, great grandson 

of William is still selling boats at the site of old yard. 

Seven Bates Star Craft took part in the Queen’s     

Diamond Jubilee Thames Pageant including the 

Mark’s own boat Louis Phillipe (previous page)       

from on board which he watched his oars in action on 

the day of the Queen’s Gloriana outing at Windsor.  
 

Going With The Current 
In order to encourage the use of electric craft, the    

Environment Agency has installed recharging stations 

at nine locks on the Upper Thames. They cost £5.00 

to use, which includes mooring. By 1898 there were 

almost 300 electric boats in use on the non-tidal 

Thames, about half of them electric launches for hire. 

You didn't read that wrong, that’s 1898! By the start 

of the First World War the development of oil         

engines had sounded the death knell for electric and 

steam propulsion on the river. There was a fashion for 

electric wooden canoes throughout the 1920s but by 

1930 there were virtually no electric boats on the 

Thames until a revival of interest in the mid 1970s,  

sparked by the development of electric trolling        

motors for fishermen on American Lakes. In 1982   

the Electric Boat Association was founded with a   

national and international membership – you can    

take a look at the wide variety of electric boats of     

all ages and styles in the members boats gallery at 

www.electric-boat-association.org.uk. 
 

It is part of the fun of a cruise on the Upper Thames 

to see all the private pleasure boats and read the         

deliberately misspelt punning names on the sides        

of the massive white boats that invariable have a      

man of a certain age at the helm. You do not need        

a licence to pilot a private pleasure cruiser on the       

Upper Thames but every boat, whether powered or      

not, must be registered with the Environment Agency 

and display a registration plate, which may be 

checked by the lock keepers, whose wages are among 

the many things that the registration scheme pays for. 

For the calendar year 2013 this costs £17.42 per 

square metre, that is to say the length multiplied by 

the beam with a minimum charge of five square        

metres and a charge of £10 per square metre for any 

boat over 80 square metres. Unpowered boats 

(excluding houseboats) cost £33.50.  All powered 

boats must also have third party insurance and a Boat 

Safety Certificate renewable every four years.      

Mooring fees on the Thames vary, with riverbank 

moorings, which don’t usually offer any facilities  

http://www.electric-boat-association.org.uk
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beyond a cleat to tie up to being cheaper than marina 

moorings that usually offer facilities such as shore 

power, that is to say electricity. A really cheap         

riverside mooring (maybe at the bottom of someone’s 

garden) might be had for £20 a week for a 30 foot 

boat with a really swanky mooring for the same            

vessel at the top drawer Harleyford Marina setting 

you back four or five times that amount.  
 

If you want to enjoy boating on the Thames without 

the headache of owning a boat there are a number of 

companies hiring holiday boats. I’d really recommend 

the friendly family firm of Kris Cruisers at Datchet, 

just below Windsor (kriscruisers.co.uk) who have 

comfortable and easy to handle boats from £668.00        

to £2125.00 per week depending on the number of 

berths and the time you go. They also hire out day 

boats from £115 for a weekday for 6 people up to 

£395 for 12 people for a Bank Holiday or weekend.  
 

Finally by the time you read this I will be messing 

about in my boat. To celebrate my half-century I’ll be 

tootling along the Upper Thames between Windsor 

and Lechlade for three weeks from mid August in 

Lucky Gleam, a 1955 teak cabin cruiser – look out for 

me and if you see me do give me a shout and come 

aboard for a cuppa. And if you’re a man of a certain 

age on a big flashy white boat or a teetotaller on a 

narrow boat I’ll apologise right now! Gyll King. 

Left: Slipper stern 

Below: Beaver stern 
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“there are few places in England to beat the    

Cliveden Reach at Maidenhead.” Charles Dickens 
 

This late afternoon cruise is two hours from        

Boulters Lock, Maidenhead along of one the                 

loveliest and laziest stretches of the River Thames 

through the lush canyon that is the Cliveden Reach 

where hanging beechwoods tower above you, past 

the timeless meadows of Cookham and the                  

impressive houses of Bourne End and onto Marlow. 

The other part of the day explores the landward 

sides of Marlow and the Cookhams by coach 
 

Please note that this is a new itinerary for 2014 and 

is different from the 2013 brochure. 
 

This is a later start day making it a possibility for folk 

from Kent and Essex as you’ll meet our guide 

in elegant Marlow at 11.45am for an early lunch at 

noon. Marlow is a super place for a browse and there 

are many choices for lunch and as you’ll be making 

your pick at noon, ahead of the lunchtime crowd, 

you’ll find the world is your oyster! You can opt to  

The Beechwood Beauty Boat Trip 

shop (boutiques and charity shop heaven!) or join 

the guide for a short but sweet 30 minute town trail       

before boarding the coach to begin an exploration of 

the local area on a winding and scenic route. 
 

Cookham is the second wealthiest village in all of 

England and is a very attractive place indeed. Above 

the village are the Quarry Woods – this is Kenneth 

Grahame’s Wild Wood from Wind in the Willows. 

Grahame had spent an idyllic childhood on the river 

at his grandmother’s cottage in Cookham Dean.      

The artist Sir Stanley Spencer was born here and 

worked in and around the village all of his life, 

wheeling his painting equipment past the pretty 

workmen’s cottages and much grander houses in an 

old pram. The meadows here are one of the most 

popular mooring spots for the weekend boaters who 

dash upstream from the marinas at Windsor and 

Bray on a Friday night to secure a plum spot                

opposite the huge houses across the river at       

Bourne End (boat houses of which pictured right). 

The Beechwood Beauty Boat Trip 
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At 4.00pm we board our cruiser for the Beechwood 

Beauty Boat Trip. There is a bar on board where you 

can buy hot and cold drinks (to have with that bun 

you invested in at Marlow?)  This really is one of the  

most attractive stretches of the Upper Thames so sit 

back and enjoy. If you come in August or September 

you’ll get to enjoy the wonderful light and colours of 

late summer evenings. The boats have big open 

decks (as well as enclosed rain-proof cabins) and to 

really enjoy the river we recommend being out in the 

open, engaging with the beauty and nature of the 

Thames - so remember to remind your folk to bring 

warm cardies to enable them to do this in comfort.  
 

And you really will want to be out in the open when 

we make our way upstream where the Thames cuts 

its way through beech woods that tower above us. 

This is the stretch of river famous for Swan Upping, 

The Wind in the Willows and Three Men in a Boat. 

There are truly breathtaking views of the hanging 

woodlands of Cliveden as we pass through a canyon 

of woodland with glimpses of the house itself .        

On the riverbank we pass the grand old water steps 

where guests of the Astors and the Cliveden Set 

once arrived. It is a very evocative spot and you can 

almost hear the strains of the Charleston and other 

gramophone hits of the Twenties and the laughter of 

the Bright Young Things tripping in and out of     

mirror varnished slipper launches, champagne 

glasses tinkling. Indeed do look out for today’s 

Bright Young Things in vintage wooden river craft 

for Cliveden House, now owned by the National  

Trust is let as a hotel and they keep a beautiful fleet of 

boats for the entertainment of their guests. Here, they 

say, the Swinging Sixties reached the very top strata of 

society with the with political and social intrigue of the  

infamous “Profumo Affair”. You’ll see Spring Lodge, 

rented from the Astors by Stephen Ward that would 

become the epicentre of the scandal in plain view from 

the river. In December 2013 a new Andrew Lloyd 

Webber & Don Black musical Profumo opens at the 

Aldwych Theatre. 
 

This is a really beautiful cruise with so much to see 

and enjoy and before you know it two and a quarter 

hours will have flown by and we’ll have passed 

through Marlow Lock with painterly views upstream to 

the suspension bridge that has a big brother crossing 

the Danube between Buda and Pest. We step ashore                    

in Higginson Park opposite the Compleat Angler at 

Marlow and return to the coach waiting for us here 

ready to head for home at 6.30pm having blissfully 

missed the local rush hour. 
 

This tour is available daily from April to the end of 

September. The walking is quite slight today and the 

coach mileage is 25 miles. Until the end of September 

2013 you can book this tour for groups of 35 or more 

people for £20.95 per person (adults and seniors).     

We will hold this price for bookings for April 2014 
but from 1 May 2014 it will rise to £21.95 per person. 

To Book for 2013 or 2014 

Call us on 0845 812 5000 
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And we had to take care to close the curtains when 

getting undressed.  Sometimes we were woken up at 

night when thieves threw a brick through the window 

of  the nearby jewellers’ shop. 
 

Windsor Castle, perched majestically above the 

Thames, formed part of my daily view and I began a 

love affair with the Castle which has lasted throughout 

my life. It inspired me to gain a Honours Degree in 

History and to teach History for 15 years in a local 

girls’ grammar school before training as a Blue Badge 

Guide.  For the past 20 years I have been the Site        

Liaison Representative for Windsor Castle for the 

Guild of Registered Tourist Guides and I am the 

Course Director of the Windsor and Eton                      

Endorsement Course for Blue Badge Guides, and           

I lecture on Windsor for the National Association         

of Decorative and Fine Arts Societies. 

Blue Badge Guide Barbara on A Guide’s Eye View of  

Growing Up Beside The Thames    

I was 12 years old when my family moved down 

from Yorkshire to the Thames-side town of Eton 

where my father had been appointed headmaster of 

the Eton Porny School (below). The School is named 

after its founder, Marc Antoine Pyron du Martré,        

a Frenchman who came to this country in 1754      

and taught French to the boys at Eton College for 33 

years. He became very fond of his adopted country, 

where, he said, so many people had been good to 

him; and he anglicised his name to Mark Anthony 

Porny. He lived a frugal life and in old age became     

a Poor Knight of St. George’s Chapel at Windsor 

Castle.  He left a large sum of money in his will to 

found a charity school in Eton for up to 60 boys     

and 30 girls which opened at number 29, Eton High 

Street in 1813. To be considered for the school a 

child had to have attended Sunday school for at least 

a year, to be the offspring of Eton parishioners and   

to be born in wedlock!  Each child who left the 

school with good character was given a prayer     

book and a Bible. 
  

The present school and the Headmaster’s house date 

from 1863 and were designed by the renowned             

architect G.E. Street, who also designed the Law 

Courts in The Strand. My family had to adjust to life 

on the busy, and in those days traffic-filled, Eton 

High Street. Passengers sitting on top of double-

decker buses could see straight into our bedrooms  
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Living in Eton close to the world’s most famous 

school brought my family many advantages.         

During the summer we children could swim in Eton 

College’s swimming pool. As a family we went to 

dances, musical and dramatic productions in the 

College’s Farrar Theatre and to the hilarious        

end-of-year show put on by the Eton College          

Masters, known as “The Beaks” Concert.               

My father became a town councillor and was         

appointed “Bridge Master” in charge of charitable 

funds left to Baldwin’s Bridge, the bridge that      

connects the town of Eton to the College.  In 1971 

my father was instrumental in getting Windsor 

Bridge closed to road traffic. He received hate-mail 

from the local shopkeepers who thought their        

businesses would be ruined, but in fact the town 

has prospered ever since, and property prices have 

risen dramatically as a result of the closure. 
 

I used to babysit for Eton College Masters for the 

princely sum of one shilling an hour in order to 

earn the £20 my parents required me to save before 

they bought me my beloved pony. My teenage 

years were spent galloping across Dorney           

Common, competing in local gymkhanas and          

riding on the Brocas (left) and other Thames-side 

meadows.   
 

 

Gregory; Boulters Lock Sunday Afternoon 1892-1897 

On hot days, such as we have had this summer, I would 

ride my pony bareback into the Thames for a swim, and 

we would watch the Eton boys (known as ‘Wet Bobs’) 

rowing on the river in “fours” or “eights” with a master 

shouting instructions through a megaphone while          

cycling along the bank.  My father and I especially 

loved walking our dog across the Playing Fields of 

Eton, where the Duke of Wellington famously remarked 

that the Battle of Waterloo had been won (meaning that 

life at Eton in the 18th century was so tough that if a 

boy could survive that he could survive anything!) 
 

The river was always an important part of our lives.  

Our favourite walk was along Cock Marsh at Cookham, 

looking across to the beautiful houses opposite on the 

Riverdene Estate at Bourne End.  A great treat was 

when my parents took us for a fish-and-chip lunch at  

the Catherine Wheel in Henley which in those days was 

a Berni Inn.  It’s one of City and Village groups’       

favourite lunch venues today.  We also loved walking 

along Maidenhead Riverside ending with an ice cream 

from the kiosk at Boulter’s Lock, perhaps the most       

famous lock on the River Thames.  It was originally 

called Ray Mill Lock after the mill on the island, owned 

by the Ray Family, one of whom became the first         

lock-keeper.  Its present name was adopted later, 

“boulting’ being an old milling term – the miller ground 

the flour, the boulter sifted it.  In the Edwardian era 

Boulter’s Lock was known throughout the British         

Empire.  The “Cream of Society”, royalty and cabinet 

ministers, were entertained at nearby Cliveden and 

Taplow Court.  The high point of the season was Ascot 

Sunday when the lock was packed with rivercraft with 

everyone dressed in their finest for the occasion. 

Edward John Gregory’s painting “Boulter’s Lock        

Sunday Afternoon” marvellously evokes the crowded, 

milling, democratic chaos of a summer weekend. 
 

I always look forward to guiding one of City and               

Village’s river trips (whatever the weather!!).  There is 

so much to see as the river is an ever-changing scene.  

Many writers have waxed lyrical about the Thames, 

from Edmund Spenser to Jerome K. Jerome, but for       

me the most captivating and evocative words are those 

written by John Burns, MP for Battersea and the first 

working-class cabinet minister. 
 

“I have seen the Mississippy; that is muddy water. 

I have seen the St. Lawrence; that is crystal water. 

But the Thames is liquid history.” 
 

Barbara is part of the City & Village Tours 

Upper Thames Team along with Amanda, 

Victoria, Marian, Liz and the two Martins. 

Five Upper Thames trips, including two new 

ones are described inside this issue.  
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Chiltern Curios & the Royal Regatta Cruise 

An alternative name for this new tour might be More 

Beechwood Beauty as it takes in the next stretch of 

river between Marlow where the Beechwood Beauty 

boat trip ended and Henley, Queen of the Thames. 

We’ve put this very scenic day together because 

groups who have enjoyed our Beechwood Beauty 

cruise have asked to ‘do the next bit of river’. And 

what a fine project, year by year to work your way 

along the noble Thames! The cruise is two hours of 

idyllic Upper Thames scenes travelling downstream 

from Henley along the Royal Regatta Course and past 

ancient places with ancient names: Bisham, Temple, 

Hurley, Medmenham, Hambleden and Fawley. The 

coach tour explores the towns and villages of flint and 

red brick that nestle in the richly wooded folds of the 

Thames Chiltern Hills. It really is rather gorgeous. 
 

The day starts in Marlow at 11.00am with time to buy 

morning refreshments and get set for a scenic drive to 

Henley. The valley sides that rise steeply from the 

Thames are an absolute warren of single track roads - 

tunnels through dense woodland and it takes a guide 

who really knows this neck of the woods to take a 

coach safely through this beautiful countryside and 

capture the essence of the landscapes and reveal the 

rich history and stories. There’s a lot to enjoy from 

grand country estates to houses straight from the 

pages of Country Life and the picturesque hamlets 

filmed for Morse and Midsomer Murders. Ian        

Fleming was the son of the MP for Henley, we’ll pass 

the school that the James Bond author attended before 

Eton and the church where his sister-in-law Celia 

Johnson lies buried. We discover a  remarkable and 

towering old pottery kiln and, would you believe it a 

well donated during the reign of Queen Victoria by  

an Indian Maharajah who felt sorry for the locals 

who, he had heard, were forced to drink from dirty 

puddles in their dry village. We’ll stop to see this 

strange reverse-outpost of the long lost British       

Empire that was dug through the chalk and sand by 

hand - quite a feat when you learn that though it is 

never more than four feet wide the well is every inch 

as deep as St Paul’s Cathedral is tall. A morning of 

beautiful landscapes and curious finds brings us to 

Henley, Queen of the Thames for a good long lunch 

break with plenty of time to enjoy this very pleasant 

town. You’ll have lots of choice for lunch and you 

can opt to wander through the shops, sit by the river 

and watch the boats go by, visit the River & Rowing 

New Tour 
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Museum (entrance charge 2013 is £6.50 for seniors) 

or join the guide for a 30 minute town trail before 

gathering together to board the boat at 4.00pm for a 

cruise of just over two hours downstream to Marlow. 

A late afternoon cruise on front deck of an Upper 

Thames cruiser is something rather special that your 

folk will talk about for a long time to come. This day 

out is available from May to the end of September 

and if you come in the later months the light is        

wonderful and all you need is an extra layer of warm 

clothing and a cup of steaming tea to be in Thames 

Heaven. 
 

The Henley Royal Regatta, a highlight of both the 

summer sporting calendar and the social season has 

always been raced over a distance of about one mile 

and 550 yards from Temple Island into Henley 

where the crowds in their stripy blazers and stripy 

blazers and fascinators (not at the same time!)     

quaff champagne and Pimms for five days every 

July. You’ll hear all about this most English of           

institutions as we cruise the entire length of the     

Regatta Course passing the famous Leander Rowing  

club. There is a lot to see during the cruise of two 

hours and fifteen minutes including the up market      

Harleyford Estate and Marina (this month’s front 

cover), Medmenham Abbey (below) home of the         

notorious Hellfire Club, Bisham Abbey, beautiful 

Hambelden Lock not to mention all the wildlife, the 

huge variety of river craft and the big old Thames 

skies. There’s a bar on the boat and you can also         

buy hot drinks. We arrive at Marlow for 6.15pm       

and you’ll be back on your coach ready to head       

home (after the local rush hour) at 6.30/45pm.  
 

This tour is available daily from April to the end of 

September. The walking is easy enough for any poor 

walkers in your group - indeed the essential walking is 

very slight and folk can elect how much or little to 

walk during the long Henley visit. The coach mileage 

is 30 miles. Until the end of September 2013 you can 

book this tour for groups of 35 or more people for 

£20.95 per person (adults and seniors). We will hold 

this price for bookings for April 2014 but from            

1 May 2014 it will rise to £21.95 per person. 

Bookings & Enquiries 0845 812 5000 
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no-kidding-bona-fide rat rats as Deptford Water Voles 

to protect the sensibilities of visitors. But if you’re in 

the know it’s easy to distinguish between the two,  

water voles have a blunt muzzle whereas rats are 

much more, well pointy faced. Ongoing mink culls    

are helping to re-establish the water vole population –       

inmates at Spring Hill open prison at Grendon               

Underwood  between Bicester and Aylesbury have 

been making mink traps and farmers along the 

Thames have been encouraged to stop their cattle     

from grazing right at the river’s edge to prevent them 

trampling down  water vole (and otter) habitat          

although this is clearly not entirely successful as        

several boaters blogs still warn of reaches where you 

might be woken rudely on your meadow mooring by 

cows using your vessel as a scratching board! 

 

Good Ratty - Bad Ratty! 

Tales of the Riverbank 
If you live in the Thames Basin at least some of    

your tap water comes from the Thames and that’s          

Cotswolds limestone with a dash of Chilterns chalk 

furring up your kettle. In 1957 the River Thames was 

declared biologically dead and yet a little over 50 

years later the same river won an international prize 

as one of the world’s cleanest metropolitan rivers 

supporting more than 125 different fish species         

including salmon.  
 

Wild otters clung on in the Thames until the 1970s 

when intensive use of agricultural pesticides finally 

saw them off. In 1999 David Attenborough launched 

a project to tempt them back to the river and its     

tributaries in Surrey, Berkshire, Buckinghamshire 

and Oxfordshire. The return of wild otter to the 

Thames has been so successful that by 2010 the        

Environment Agency reported that otters had             

returned to every English county except Kent.   

Sometimes however the excited cry of otter! must    

be tempered with a sobering no, not otter, mink!     

The American Mink, small, dark and deadly              

carnivores established themselves in the wild here 

very soon after fur farms were set up in the UK in       

the 1930s. They have devastated the water vole 

population – remember that Ratty from Wind in the 

Willows was actually a water vole.  
 

Here in dear old Deptford I routinely label our proper  
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Rain Stops Play 
It’s all a matter of balance of course and it was      

because cattle grazed the Thames meadows that 

they were once full of wild flowers. Now we’ve 

lost over 97% of our old fashioned hay-meadows  

to the plough and to intensive monoculture. The 

snakeshead fritillary, that chequered beauty once  

so abundant along the Upper Thames that it filled 

the spring markets at Covent Garden is now one     

of our rarest wild flowers and too see it a special 

Spring journey must be made to one of just 30    

sites including Iffley Meadow, North Meadow        

at Cricklade or the village of Ducklington a mile 

south of Witney in the valley of the Windrush.       

At Duckington each year on Fritillary Sunday the 

fritillary meadow is opened for the public to enjoy: 

bunting is hung, Morris Men perform and the 

church raises funds through the sale of             

ploughman’s lunches and teas. Usually in April      

the wet weather pushed Fritillary Sunday in         

Ducklington back to May this year and at the         

massive 100 acre North Meadow in Cricklade, 

where each April perhaps half a million fritillaries, 

80% of the national total might blossom, this year 

they were all but wiped out because the rainy      

summer of 2012 meant that the meadow, lying       

between the Thames and the Churn, was flooded 

almost continually so the hay meadow could not     

be harvested and the fritillaries were smothered. 

Meadow - grassland often but not always near a river, 

which is traditionally mown for hay in summer to          

provide winter fodder is the best recorded land use in   

the Domesday Book. For some 800 years the Lord of  

the Manor in which the meadow lay sold the rights to  

the hay crop from parcels of land known as lots or doles 

to local farmers. Once the hay had been harvested the 

meadow was then turned over to common pasture from 

Lammas (August) until Candlemas (February) when 

once again the meadow was laid up for hay. It is thought 

that common grazing rights on Lammas Meadows might 

be far older than the coming of the Saxon and Norman 

lords going right back to Iron Age communities before 

the Romans came. We know that this happened at   

Cricklade from a document called a glebe terrier, which 

survives from the 1500s showing that North Meadow 

was divided into allotments and that a Lammas tithe       

of the grazed cattle was collected for the two Cricklade 

parishes. That the fritillaries survive in the North 

Meadow today is testament to the fact that common 

grazing here survived the land enclosures of the 1800s. 
 

Murderous Millinery 
A common sight on the Upper Thames throughout the 

year is the Great Crested Grebe but this beautiful bird 

was hunted almost to extinction in the United Kingdom 

in the 19th century because the bird’s head plume – its 

very crest, was coveted for the decoration of hats and 

even ladies undergarments. The population of Great 

Crested Grebes fell to less than 100 pairs. In the later 

Victorian and early Edwardian period clothes became 

less fussy and streamlined but hats became more and 

more outrageous. Exotic plumage was imported into   

the luxury goods dock of St Katherine next to the      

Tower of London. In the pubs and music halls of          

London the working class women loved the showy       

(and cheaper) ostrich feathers – ostrich feather               

millionaires were  created on the back of this fashion! 

For upper class women more delicate feathers were           

favoured – in 1892 a single order to a London feather 

1904 Taffeta, Chenille and Velvet 

Hat with Full Bird of Paradise 
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dealer from a plumassier included 6,000 bird of         

paradise feathers and 40,000 hummingbird feathers 

alone. By the turn of the century the feathers were no 

longer enough and now wings, heads and even whole 

taxidermied birds became all the rage. In 1889 Emily 

Williamson formed The Plumage League in her        

Manchester kitchen to encourage women not to wear 

the feathers of any bird not killed for food. Except the 

poor old ostrich! The Plumage League joined forces 

with the Croydon Fur & Feather League to become 

the Society for the Protection of Birds. In 1899 Queen 

Victoria ordered that certain regiments should            

discontinue wearing osprey plumes and in 1904 the 

society received its Royal Charter from Edward V11. 
 

In 1920 a Parliamentary vote killed off The Plumage 

Bill leading to even more campaigns against 

“murderous millinery” as it was dubbed in the New 

York Times. Here the radical left tied themselves           

in a few knots when the radical journalist                   

HW Massingham, writing about the failure to ban      

the trade, blamed women: 
 

“What does one expect? They have to be shot in      

parenthood for child-bearing women to flaunt the 

symbols of it, …. one bird shot for its plumage   

means ten other deadly wounds and the starvation     

of the young. But what do women care? Look at       

Regent Street this morning!” 
 

Virginia Woolf took him to task in her reply essay 

The Plumage Bill in which she created the unthinking 

and selfish Lady So-and-So but went on to show      

how this creature of fashion was a creation of the      

patriarchy. The Plumage Act banning the import of 

exotic feathers was finally passed in 1921 supported 

by Viscountess Astor of Cliveden on the Thames – 

our first female MP. 

Herons & Handsaws 
In 1902 a London auction had sold 1600 thirty ounce 

packets of heron plumes which represented almost 

200,000 herons killed. These were mostly the         

white-feathered egret varieties rather than the Grey 

Heron which is such a fixture on our rivers, the 

Thames included. But the grey heron once faced        

the threat of hunting for sport.  
 

"I am but mad north-northwest. When the wind is 

southerly, I know a hawk from a handsaw." 
 

So said Shakespeare’s Hamlet. In the 16th and 17th 

century hunting herons (handsaws) with Peregrines 

was the sport of kings. Heron fat was thought to be  

an excellent remedy for rheumatism – and as the 

heron was thought to wax and wane with the moon, 

the fat of the heron killed at full moon was believed 

to be the best. Herons have evolved a way of cleaning       

and waterproofing their feathers by plucking special 

feathers from their breasts known as powder down 

which they crush into granules by trampling with 

their long clawed feet. Anglers once believed that    

this was how the birds attracted fish and so a heron’s 

foot became a fisherman’s amulet – some even 

anointed their lines with heron guts.  
 

In Celtic mythology herons had been seen as            

messengers of the Gods and of superior intelligence 

but when under attack herons tend to take evasive   

action rather than fight back which led to a reputation 

for cowardice. Legend has it that a young Edward III 

was goaded into war with France, (the beginning of 

the Hundred Years War), when the exiled Robert of 

Artois served roast heron at the King’s table. Clever 

or cowardly herons can certainly be ruthless as          

anyone who has seen them take ducklings can testify 

– herons like their dinner to be dead and will often  

Good Bad 
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hold furry prey like rabbits under water to drown 

them which also serves to smooth the lay of the fur      

to ease the act of swallowing it head first. After a big 

meal the heron likes nothing more than to stand still 

and digest for an hour or three and although they are 

solitary hunters you will sometimes see a few herons 

standing together in a field engaged in a sort of         

sociable digestion party. 
 

Halcyon Days 
The Siberian winter of 1963 halved the population of 

herons as rivers and ponds froze but they survived 

because, unable to fish, they could take carrion and 

rabbits. A species entirely dependant on fishing,          

the kingfisher, was virtually wiped out by that awful     

winter. The kingfisher has made a remarkable come 

back but it remains very vulnerable to cold winters 

such as the big freeze of 2010 and as such they are   

on the RSPB’s Amber List. In Greek mythology the 

minor Gods Alcyone and Ceyx were killed for the 

sacrilege of referring to themselves by the names of 

the much more important Gods Zeus and Hera. In an 

act of compassion the other Gods turned them into a  

pair of mythical birds which they called Halycon for 

Alcyone and special Halcyon days were granted for 

them, seven days either side of the winter solstice 

when no storm would come while they cared for their 

winter-hatched chicks. Thus it was a common belief 

in days gone by, that during the days the Halcyon or 

kingfisher was engaged in hatching her eggs, the sea  

remained calm and sailors would be safe. Halcyon 

Days has come to mean peaceful or idyllic times.     

Unfortunately this meant that a dead kingfisher strung 

up became a useful weathercock with country folk 

believing that the birds beak would swing in the         

direction of the wind to come. Often seen in the        

corner of the eye as a blue and red flash the kingfisher 

is best and easiest seen on the River Thames by those 

who take time to familiarise themselves with the birds 

characteristic flight call, a shrill double-note sounding 

like "chi-keeeee" alerting to their presence as reliably 

as the cackling laugh of the green woodpecker.  
 

Another brightly coloured bird commonly seen by the 

Thames is the jay but this bird hasn’t been associated 

with such a noble concept as the kingfisher. Instead 

the poor old gaudy jay has for centuries been a term 

for a loose woman. In The Merry Wives of Windsor 

Shakespeare contrasts the gaudy jay with the sober 

turtle dove when he has Mistress Ford say of a young 

man she aims to help distinguish between an honest 

woman and a trollop:  
 

"We'll teach him to know turtles from jays," 
 

The red kite, a carrion bird, was once as common in 

the mediaeval city as the pigeon is today but it was all 

but wiped out in a long campaign of persecution that 

began parish by parish with the 16th century Vermin 

Acts and ended with the birds virtual extinction in all 

but Wales largely as a consequence of the actions of 

18th century gamekeepers.  
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Following a series of reintroductions between 1989 

and 1994 releasing Spanish birds at sites including 

John Paul Getty’s Wormsley mansion on the M40 

Buckinghamshire-Oxfordshire boundary just 15 miles 

from the Thames, the bird has made a spectacular       

return in the Chilterns and today the birds with their 

unmistakable forked tails and a wing span of five and  

a half feet can often be seen soaring in the sky above 

the Upper Thames. We tend to whoop with delight 

when we spot one today but for the ancients the kite,  

or puttock, was a bird of ill omen and at the very least 

a thief pinching linen items from washing lines to 

plump up their nests. 
 

Another common bird of the Thames that’s no stranger 

to persecution is the fish guzzling cormorant. The     

cormorant is associated by Shakespeare with greed and 

gluttony but for the generation after Shakespeare in the 

time of James I fishing with cormorants, as they still 

do in some parts of China, became fashionable. Often 

on a Thames cruise you’ll see these prehistoric looking 

birds, their feathers burnished like fire blackened logs, 

perched atop weir posts, wings spread to warm and dry 

after a fishing expedition. James I kept a Master of 

Cormorants for the Thames and although this post has 

long disappeared our present Queen still has a Warden 

of the Swans and a Marker of the Swans both posts 

dating from just 1993! That’s a good pub quiz           

question: the two modern posts were introduced to       

replace the much more ancient post of Royal Swan 

Keeper which had dated back to the 13th century but 

was abolished in 1993. The Warden of the Swans is 

Chris Perrins, Oxford University Professor and  

President of the British Ornithologists Union and the 

Marker of the Swans is a chap called David Barber 

who, ironically doesn’t actually mark any birds    

during the annual five day Swan-Upping in the third 

week of July when the Queen's Marker of the Swans 

and the Vintners' and the Dyers' and their respective 

Swan Uppers row up the Thames in traditional 

wooden skiffs rounding all the mute swans between 

Sunbury and Clifton Hampden. Once a count for the 

carvery this is now all about conservation and the 

swans bills are no longer marked with nicks (one  

for the dyers and two for the vintners - hence the  

pub name The Swan with Two Necks and no nicks 

for the Queen) and only the cygnets are rounded up 

and ringed.  
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In that rotten rain of 2012 (that stopped just in time 

for the Olympics) flooding on the river was so bad 

that the ceremony was cancelled between Sunbury 

and Windsor for the first time in 900 years. 

The last bird of the River Thames I’ll mention is a 

controversial newcomer – the garish and noisy ring 

necked parakeet. Some say that the first parakeets       

escaped from the set of John Huston’s film African 

Queen starring Katherine Hepburn and Humphrey 

Bogart when it was being filmed at the Isleworth       

Studios on the Thames in 1951. But no one knows for 

sure and other suggestions include the guitarist Jimi 

Hendrix releasing a pair of the birds in Carnaby Street 

or escapees from the aviaries of the homesick last 

King of Portugal (above) exiled to  Fulwell Park near  

Twickenham at the start of the 20th century.  

In Surrey the Painshill Park Vineyard has suffered 

losses when their vines have been stripped by the 

birds and the roofs of two churches in North Cray 

near Bexley have been damaged but so far there is no 

evidence to suggest that the parakeets are affecting 

our native birds. And if you wonder how come they 

can survive our winters? Well it gets quite parky in 

the foot hills of the Himalayas where they’re from! 
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Oxford, The Isis & Iffley 
Now available with a midday start time. 
This new trip, introduced in the May issue of The 

Kettle combines a carefully crafted tour of the City of 

Dreaming Spires designed to show you a lot without 

walking as far as an Oxford visit can demand with a 

visit to the mediaeval village of Iffley to see the                

absolute gem of a Norman church with its John Piper 

stained glass window. You just can’t get a coach to 

Iffley Church so we travel by river, there and back, 

two little cruises along the Isis as the Thames is 

known in Oxford past Christ Church Meadows and 

the University boat houses. The trip is available 

March to the end of October and if you’d like to see 

one of the best shows of Snakes Head Fritillaries in 

the country (see page 29) come in the last two weeks 

of April.  
 

The day includes a short walk in the heart of the       

University City with a visit to an Oxford College and 

in order to do that the day needs to start either at 

10.00am or if you just can’t make it to Oxford that 

early come instead for an early lunch at midday. You 

can also opt to do your own thing for lunch or include 

morning coffee with biscuits and a fish & chip lunch 

or fish & chips with a coffee if you are coming to 

start with an early lunch. This trip is available daily 

until the end of October 2013 and then again from         

1 March 2014 through to the end of October 2014.  

Arriving For An Early Lunch at Noon 
You’ll pick up our expert Blue Badge Guide on your 

way into Oxford where we aim to arrive at noon for    

a fish & chip lunch with coffee, in the oldest pub in 

Oxford. From the pub windows you  can see Sir 

Christopher Wren’s round Sheldonian Theatre and 

just a few steps takes us into the beautiful and ancient 

courtyard of the Bodleian Library where our                  

explorations begin. Our guide is going to take you 

into Brasenose College where both Tony Blair and 

David Cameron studied. The college was founded in 

1509 taking it’s name from the brazen nose which 

today takes pride of place above the High Table in the 

Hall where the students and Dons still dine every day.  
 

We’ll  pop into the University Church which has only 

just reopened after a massive two year programme of 

restoration – and it’s looking rather splendid for it.    

We emerge onto the High and make our way via a 

slip of Christ Church Meadow to Folly Bridge where 

we board a boat for a 25 minute cruise along a          

tranquil stretch of river to Iffley Lock past the               

university boat houses. and Christ Church Meadows. 

Iffley Lock and the village are incredibly pretty. You 

just can’t get a coach here. Sitting atop gentle Rose 

Hill is surely one of the most beautiful churches in 

England. It’s certainly one of our finest examples of 

Romanesque or Norman architecture and one that,  

New Tour 
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unusually neither the Puritans nor the Victorians, 

those great church meddlers, have altered over the 

centuries. The simple beauty of the Norman             

architecture is very pleasing and there are some 

quite spectacular figurative carvings. And, my          

goodness, there are beautiful stained glass windows. 

One by the neo-Romantic John Piper and an even 

more recent addition by artist and parishioner Roger 

Wagner. This is an idyllic English spot, quite lovely. 

The boat will drop us at Iffley Lock so we can visit 

the church and come back for us an hour later to 

cruise back to Folly Bridge where we can buy hot 

drinks or if you fancy it a shandy or a G&T before 

the coach comes to collect us at the bridge at 5.30pm 

to head home. 
 

Coming To Start The Day at 10.00am 

Pick up the guide en route in the centre of Oxford 

and start with morning coffee at Oxford’s oldest 

pub. On all of the Oxford days we obtain special 

coach permits so that we can set down outside the 

pub to make the day accessible to folk who can’t 

walk too far. You can buy your own coffee this 

morning and plan to do your own thing for lunch     

or include the morning coffee and come back to the 

pub for a fish & chip lunch also included in the tour 

fee. The morning tour includes The Bod, Brasenose 

College and University College Church and then   

after lunch we either walk up to Folly Bridge or 

transfer by coach depending on your folk and 

whether we have returned to the pub for lunch or 

stopped on The High for lunch which is then just a 

short walk up to Folly Bridge. The first 25 minute 

cruise takes us up past Christ Church Meadows           

to picture postcard Iffley Lock to walk up to the          

mediaeval village and visit the beautiful church with 

the John Piper window before returning to Oxford by 

boat. You can buy hot and drinks at the big pub by the 

bridge where most of the seating is outside but if it 

rains we might opt to head out of the city and stop at 

the Oxford Services, which are actually rather nice! 

You’ll be ready to head home from Oxford at 4.45pm. 
 

The trip is available daily 1 March to 31 October. 

The day with morning coffee and a fish & chip lunch 

included along with the admission to  Brasenose       

College and the boat trips is £28.50pp until 31 March 

2014 and £29.50 from 1 April 2014. Without morning 

coffee and lunch included it is £19.50 to 31/03/14 and 

£20.50 thereafter. Coach Mileage is just 2 miles max. 

The first trips on this new plan have already taken 

place with one organiser who has been coming with us 

for 20 years saying it was their best trip yet. 
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The Cotswolds River Thames Explorer 
Now you are going to think of course she’s going     

to say that but this really is a super day out! We start 

with morning refreshments in a hidden village at the 

first pub on the Thames, follow the infant river to    

the Saxon town of Cricklade, visit a splendid small     

Cotswolds  town  to see the most important set of    

mediaeval stained glass in the country and stop for        

a two course lunch in an attractive old hotel in the      

market square. We spend the afternoon in the old 

inland port of Lechlade where the Thames began its 

working life enjoying a little meander up to as close 

to the source that a powered boat can navigate the 

Thames in a replica of a traditional Edwardian 

launch. Morning coffee with biscuits, a two course 

lunch, donation to Fairford Church and the river 

cruise is included and the trip is available from      

Easter to the end of September every day except 

Wednesdays and Sundays.   
 

The guide will hop on your coach at Burford if you      

come on the A40 or just off Junction 15 if you come 

up the M4 and you’ll start with morning refreshments 

included in the tour fee in the very first pub on the 

infant River Thames which runs through the centre of 

a hidden Cotswolds village. Over the centuries the 

villagers were so used to flooding that they would 

simply open their front and back doors and retire     

upstairs while the Thames flowed straight through 

their cottages - a much easier proposition in the days 

before electricity and fitted  carpets! The river rises 

just a few miles away in the Cotswolds Hills and we 

will follow it to the first town on the Thames. 

Cricklade is a Saxon town built as a stronghold by 

Alfred the Great who used the natural floodplain of 

the Thames and it’s first tributary The Churn to help 

defend the Kingdom of Wessex from the invading 

Danes. The Manorial Court for the Hundred and      

Borough of Cricklade, one of only a few remaining, 

still looks after the common grazing of the North 

Meadow where if you can come in the last two weeks             

of April 2014 a very impressive show of the rare      

snakeshead fritillaries is expected. 
 

We are heading to the small and beautiful market 

town of  Fairford that stands on the Coln, the second 

tributary to feed into the River Thames. Fairford is an 

elegant, solid sort of place, beautifully kept and it 

seems to confirm my suspicion that sometime over 

the past ten years or so the middle classes in the 

wealthier rural shires of England have got hold of a 

job lot of that olive drab paint. The nationally              

important stained glass windows of the wool church 

here were designed in the middle ages to illustrate the             

Bible story from Adam and Eve through to the Last 

Judgement at a time when few could read or write        

and they are quite a remarkable sight. In particular 

there are some wonderful devils! William Morris who 

lived nearby at Kelmscott often visited and it is clear 

that the art of this church influenced him greatly. 
 

We stay in Fairford for a two-course lunch at the old  

Cotswolds coaching inn that fronts the market square. 

Lunch today is a seasonal chicken lunch and a dessert 

that you can choose on the day (included in price). 

Your folk can pre-order a veg or gluten-free meal and 

New Tour 
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buy any hot or cold drinks they’d like on the day.  
 

The afternoon is spent in Lechlade-on-Thames 

which was once one of England’s busiest inland 

ports where the wharves were crowded with barges 

taking Chester salt and Cotswolds wool and cheese 

to Oxford and London. Today Lechlade is the          

highest navigable point on the River Thames for     

most craft including narrow boats but smaller craft can 

navigate up as far as Inglesham and that’s where we 

are going to take you this afternoon on an enjoyable 

little meander in a replica of the sort of Edwardian 

launches that were once common on the Thames and 

are now most often seen at the Henley Regatta. The 

little boat takes 12 people at a time and is run as a fund 

raiser by the all-volunteer Cotswolds Canal Trust. 

You’ll head up to the highest point of navigation on 

the Thames marked by its junction with the River Coln 

from Fairford and the entrance to the 18th century 

Thames and Severn Canal which was conceived as a 

part of a plan for a canal and river system to link        

London with Bristol. It’s picturesque and interesting. 
 

We have arranged to have the Inglesham launch come 

into Lechlade right by the Ha’Penny Bridge which is 

convenient to allow an easy and enjoyable division of 

your time during the afternoon. Each person is going to 

be able to enjoy the 30 minute cruise, a little browse in 

the centre of compact Lechlade and/or an optional 

town trail with the Blue Badge guide. All nice and 

clear cut and without walking too far or dashing about. 

There is a large pub next to where we board the boat 

with seating out on the lawn running down to the river 

and just a few steps away is an attractive tea parlour so 

all angles are covered. The day will come to a close in 

Lechlade at 4.45/5.00pm. 
 

This day is available daily except Wednesdays and 

Sundays from Easter to the end of September and costs 

£29.00 per person including morning coffee & biscuits, 

two course lunch, church donation and river cruise. 

The walking will not exceed 1200 yards spread 

throughout the day and the coach mileage is 35 miles. 
 

Booking Now on 0845 812 5000 
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The Little Book of Christmas Trips 
 

The Little Book of Christmas Trips 2013    
 

 

We’re still taking bookings fro Christmas 

2013. You can ask us to send you a copy of the 

Christmas brochure here. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Or you can read a digital copy of the Christmas 

brochure online now by clicking on the cover 

above or to download a pdf of the Little Book 

of Christmas Trips so that you don't have to 

stay online to read it click here. 
 

The Main Group Outings Brochure 
 

 
 

 

Click here to read our 2013 

groups brochure online now 

the prices are valid until            

31 March 2014 

New Brochure Out Next Month 

Later Start Days 
If starting a tour at 10.30am doesn’t suit you might       

consider booking a trip a Later Start Option.  

Instead of arriving at 10.30am you can meet the tour 

guide at 11.45am/noon and start your day out with 

an early lunch. This is the best option for groups 

who don't want to set out during the rush hour and    

it is also a good idea to solve the thorny problem of 

drivers hours for many groups. Call and ask for us   

to explain why. 

The Later Start Option is available across 

the board, including our Together Tour itineraries 

where, instead of starting with morning coffee as on 

a standard timing day, you arrive for an early lunch 

at midday and a cup of coffee is still included in the 

tour fee but is served after your lunch. 

Later Start Days cover all the core itinerary points as 

described in the tour description. The order of events 

may differ but not the tour content and you don't 

head home much later than on a standard tour.  

Usually it’s a matter of heading for home about 30 

minutes later than an ordinary start day.             

 

Blue Badge Guides  
Absolutely all of the tour guides in     

our award winning team hold the Blue 

Badge qualification. You will get a 

great guide every time you book. 

An award-winning guide. 

Make sure you’ve 

still got a copy of 

our main groups     

brochure for ideas 

for your group 

from now through 

into 2014.  

Prices in this    

brochure are valid 

until 31/03/14. 

http://www.cityandvillagetours.com/Request-Sign-Up.html
http://cityandvillagetours.com/brochure/xmas2013/Little%20Book%20of%20ChristmasTrips%202013.pdf
http://thekettle.co.uk/TheKettle/oct2012/Oct2012.html
http://cityandvillagetours.com/brochure/xmas2013/Little Book of ChristmasTrips 2013.pdf
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Visit our revamped website where you’ll find itineraries not in our     

2013 brochure plus you can read back issues of The Kettle. 

 

3.30pm Arrive at the South Bank for a 

couple of hours to enjoy the 80             

chalets of the Cologne Christmas Market 

and a bite to eat. 

5.30pm Board our warm and enclosed 

cruiser with huge picture windows for the 

90 minute after dark cruise all the way to 

The O2. Get a drink from the bar and sit 

back to enjoy the Skipper’s Commentary. 

7.00pm Disembark at The O2 and walk 

along the river (four minutes) to board         

a glass gondola for a return flight on the 

Thames Cable Car. 

7.45pm Head Home. 

Including cruise & cable car £18.50pp 
Minimum number this tour only 20 people 
 

CALL US ON 0208 692 1133 

A Great Idea for This Christmas 

Cologne Christmas Market 

Thames Cruise & Cable Car 

Call Now & Snap    

Up One Of the Last  

Remaining Dates 

http://www.cityandvillagetours.com/
http://www.cityandvillagetours.com/
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Original & Entertaining Tours Since 1988 

City & Village Tours has been providing original 

and entertaining days out for British groups since 

1988. We specialise in guided tours for groups of 

35 or more people who like to see a lot without 

walking too far. You book your own coach locally 

and our top-notch Blue Badge Guide joins you,     

on your coach, for a great day out.  

Lifelong Learning itineraries are erudite and        

entertaining days out for people who really like to      

get their teeth into a subject. Subjects include the      

ever popular Legal London and Jewish  London  
 

 

 

Our 2013 brochure & website contain 

a mix of all three types of itinerary.  

All of our trips are designed for British groups that      

include folk who cannot walk as well as they once 

could but because groups vary in their interests so      

do our days out. 
 

Explore itineraries are classic City & Village Tours 

days that might take you to the coast, the countryside, 

a city or an historic garden. Maybe a relaxing river      

or canal cruise. The tour guide is your master of             

ceremonies, providing a continuous flow of interest    

as the day moves seamlessly from one interesting thing  

to the next blending commentary time with free time 

for conversation and private browsing. 
 

Together Tours are entertaining days out in the 

company of a top-notch tour guide during which your 

group sits together for morning coffee with biscuits 

and a main course lunch included in the tour fee.     

Free Colour Posters 
When you book with City & Village Tours we offer 

free colour posters to help you promote the trip to 

your members but if it doesn’t get off the ground   

we refund your deposit in full right up to seven days 

before the date of the trip. One or two trips have a 

longer cancellation period, e.g. the Wurlitzer      

Concert is 30 days.           
 

And instead of a free place for the organiser we offer 

a really generous refunds policy for your members 

who can’t come on the day of a trip due to ill health, 

a sudden doctors appointment or any other reason. 
 
 

Call us on 0845 812 5000 if you would like 

a printed copy of the brochure or you can 

read it online by clicking here. 

 

 
 

How Booking 
Our Trips Works 

http://thekettle.co.uk/TheKettle/oct2012/Oct2012.html#/1
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The Paperwork 
When you make a telephone booking with us we will get you 

safely booked in. If we need to speak to one or more venues 

it might take a day or two to hear back from them so it’s best 

not to call us the same day as your meeting.  
 

Once you are safely booked in we’ll call you to confirm and 

sort out the deposit. We can take this over the phone by card 

(free for debit cards, 2% for credit cards) in which case we 

fill in the booking form for you and send you written        

confirmation of your tour. 
 

Alternatively we can pop a booking form in the post (or we 

can email it to you). We ask you to complete the booking 

form and return it to us with a £25.00 deposit within 14 days 

of us making the booking.  
 

Once we receive your deposit and booking form we will 

send you a receipt and a written tour confirmation which  

includes a fill in section for when you pay for the tour    

seven days before it takes place. 
 

We can send you a free poster to help promote the trip or 

you can ask us for images and whatnot to put on your own 

website.  
 

If the trip doesn’t get off the ground with your members    

and you need to cancel you can do so right up to seven days     

before the tour date and we will refund your deposit in full. 
 

If the day is to go ahead we ask for payment to reach us 

seven days before the trip. Pay us for how many you are    

expecting to come as we can always refund for no shows     

on the day so long as the number in the group doesn’t fall 

below our minimum of 35 people and we are ourselves able 

to get a refund for any food stops or admissions included. 

 

A week before your trip we write to your coach 

company to outline all the essential information 

that the coach driver will need from the exact 

meeting point with the guide to the guide’s 

name and mobile telephone number. We will 

send you a copy of this document so that you 

as the group organiser, your coach driver and 

our tour guide are all singing from the same 

song sheet.  
 

On the day of your trip our tour guide meets 

your coach and you can sit back and enjoy the 

day along with your group. A day out that your 

folk will remember for a long time. And thank 

you for! 
 

Don’t forget that after the trip you can call us 

to request a refund for anyone who wasn’t able 

to come on the day. We take a one-off admin 

fee of just £2.00 from the total of any refund 

cheque, whether it is for one or ten people. 
 

Call us on 0845 812 5000 if you would 

like a printed copy of the brochure.  

 

You can read our brochure online by 

clicking here. 
 

Or visit our website at 
www.cityandvillagetours.com 
There are many itineraries on our 

website that are not in the brochure.  

 

 

You Book the Coach & We Do the Rest 
for days out that your members will talk about for a long time to come 

http://thekettle.co.uk/TheKettle/oct2012/Oct2012.html#/1
http://www.cityandvillagetours.com/
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ONE TO DO ON YOUR OWN 
The Mill at Sonning 
Dinner Theatre on the Thames 
Sonning, sometimes called Sonning on Thames          

in Berkshire and either way pronounced Sunning             

is 20 miles West of Windsor and just 5 miles East 

of Reading. The village was described by Jerome  

K Jerome as "the most fairy-like little nook on the 

whole river". Terrence Rattigan lived in the village 

in the 1940s. Michael Jackson came here to be best 

man for his pal Uri Gellar when he renewed his 

wedding vows in 2001.  
 

The Mill at Sonning is a theatre and restaurant    

(the only dinner theatre in the UK) converted from 

an 18th century flour mill on an Thames island      

opposite the village called Sonning Eye. The first 

mill here was recorded in the Domesday Book and 

it once supplied the Huntley & Palmer biscuit       

factory in Reading operating its own barges to 

bring flour up the river from London right up until 

the 1950s. But Huntley & Palmers moved out of 

Reading, the port moved to Tilbury and in 1969   

the working mill at Sonning closed. The mill grew 

derelict until it was bought in 1977 by Tim and   

Eileen Richards, who with Tim’s brother Frank 

turned it into a dinner theatre. 
 

The intimate theatre seats 215 people in the          

semi-round and in the kitchens all the food is           

prepared fresh with not a microwave in sight to be 

served in the restaurant that overlooks the river. 

The Mill is totally self-sufficient, still owned by         

the Richards family receiving not one penny of            

tax-payers money or any form of grant, subsidy        

or sponsorship. They even generate their own      

electricity using the power of the Thames. 
 

On arrival you find your table number displayed in 

the foyer. Pre-lunch or dinner drinks are served at 

the water wheel and the main course is served        

buffet style with waiter service for desserts and        

coffee. Your programme is waiting at your table 

and in the interval you can come back for waiter 

service interval drinks or use the theatre bar for 

matinees. On Fridays and Saturdays there is live 

music in the bar after the performance. Prices start 

at £38.50 for matinees on Thursdays and Saturdays 

with lunch at 12.30pm and the performance at 

2.15pm. Dinner at 6.30pm with an evening show at 

8.15pm costs £45.50 for Wednesday, Thursday and 

Friday and £49.00 for Saturdays. The ticket prices 

include a two course meal, coffee, programme and 

the show. The Holiday Inn at Junction 10 of the M4 

offers coach party room rates from £27pppn for 

ticket holders to The Mill at Sonning. Call The Mill 

at Sonning on 0118 969 8000 for discounts for 

groups and bookings. The list of current shows can 

be found at www.millatsonning.com and includes a 

spine-chilling mystery thriller called I’ll Be Back 

Before Midnight by Peter Colley from 3 October to 

23 November 2013, a Ray Cooney farce Not Now 

Darling from 28 November 2013 to 18 January 

2014 and Alan Ayckbourn’s comedy Absurd      

Person Singular 23 January to 15 March 2014. 

http://www.millatsonning.com
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Free Colour Posters 

To help you fill the coach, glossy A4 magazine size. 
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